Abstract-Recently, dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) has been widely deployed on the Internet. However, the research about DASH over multiple content distribution servers (MCDS-DASH) is limited. Compared with traditional singleserver DASH, MCDS-DASH is able to offer expanded bandwidth, link diversity, and reliability. It is, however, a challenging problem to smooth video bitrate switching over multiple servers due to their diverse bandwidths. In this paper, we propose a blockbased rate adaptation method considering both the diverse bandwidths and feedback buffered video time. In our method, multiple fragments are grouped into a block and the fragments are downloaded in parallel from multiple servers. We propose to adapt video bitrate at the block level rather than at the fragment level. By dynamically adjusting the block length and scheduling fragment requests to multiple servers, the requested video bitrates from the multiple servers are synchronized, making the fragments download in an orderly way. Then, we propose a control-theoretic approach to select an appropriate bitrate for each block. By modeling and linearizing the rate adaption system, we propose a novel proportional-derivative controller to adapt video bitrate with high responsiveness and stability. Theoretical analysis and extensive experiments on our network testbed and the Internet demonstrate the good efficiency of the proposed method.
I. Introduction

I
N RECENT years, dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) has been widely adopted for providing uninterrupted video streaming service to users with dynamic network conditions and heterogeneous devices [1] - [3] . Contrary to the past RTP/UDP, the use of HTTP over TCP is easy to configure and, in particular, it greatly simplifies the traversal of firewalls and network address translators. Besides, the deployment cost of DASH is relatively low since it employs standard HTTP servers and, therefore, can easily be deployed within content delivery networks. In DASH, a video content is encoded into multiple versions at different bitrates. Each encoded video version is further divided into small video fragments, each of which normally contains seconds or tens of seconds worth of video. Using the HTTP protocol, by employing multiple content distribution servers (MCDS), a DASH client can send requests to download video fragments from multiple servers concurrently. Compared with a single server, MCDS can provide higher bandwidth, reliability, and scalability. Thus, when deploying DASH over multiple servers, the quality of services can be greatly improved. However, to the best of our knowledge, the research about DASH over MCDS (MCDS-DASH) is still very limited. In DASH, a client continuously requests and receives fragments of video content. To adapt the video bitrate to a varying network bandwidth, DASH allows clients to request video fragments from different versions of a video, each of which being coded with a specific bitrate. This is known as dynamic rate adaption, which is one of the most important features since it is able to automatically throttle the video quality to match the available bandwidth so that the user receives the video at the maximum quality possible. However, a DASH client might suffer from frequent interruptions and nonoptimal visual quality without an efficient rate adaptation algorithm. A video bitrate higher than the bandwidth would cause network congestion and, on the other hand, when the video bitrate is lower than the available bandwidth, the video quality does not reach the optimum allowed by the available bandwidth. Moreover, an efficient rate adaptation algorithm should prevent frequent hopping between video bitrates, because frequent changes in the perceived video quality are likely to be annoying [4] . In MCDS-DASH, rate adaption becomes more challenging as fragments can be transmitted from different servers which have different bandwidths. In general, designing an efficient rate adaptation scheme for MCDS-DASH faces three main challenges.
1) Frequent bitrate fluctuations due to heterogeneous bandwidths of MCDS-DASH. In MCDS-DASH, multiple fragments are requested in parallel from MCDS to obtain a larger bandwidth. However, it takes different time durations to complete the downloads of fragments from different servers due to their heterogeneous bandwidths. Therefore, if the video bitrate is adjusted when a fragment is downloaded completely as traditional methods do, it is likely that the requested video bitrates are updated at different time instants for different servers. The asynchronous bitrate updating leads to frequent video bitrate fluctuations that would degrade user viewing experience [5] . 2) Additional delay of video playback due to out-of-order video fragment downloads. Traditionally, fragments are requested in an orderly way from MCDS (i.e., one after another). But, their completion time may be out of order due to the heterogeneous bandwidths of servers as mentioned above. This would cause additional delay of video playback since video fragments must be played in the correct order, because a fragment can be played only if all its previous fragments have been played. 3) Tradeoff between bitrate smoothness and bandwidth utilization. Generally, there is a fundamental conflict between video bitrate smoothness and bandwidth utilization due to the inherent bandwidth variations. For example, exactly matching video bitrate with bandwidth achieves the highest bandwidth utilization, while leading to severe rate fluctuations. Therefore, how to balance the needs for video bitrate smoothness and bandwidth utilization is challenging for rate adaption schemes. This becomes even more challenging for MCDS-DASH since fragments can be transmitted through different links with different bandwidths. In this paper, we address the rate adaption problem for MCDS-DASH. We take the advantage of multiple servers to offer even better viewing experience. To overcome the above challenges, we propose a block-based rate adaption scheme considering both the heterogeneous bandwidth and feedback buffered video time. Multiple fragments are grouped into a block, as shown in Fig. 1 . Whenever to download a new block, a different number of fragments are requested from MCDS and the block length is the total size of the requested fragments in this round; thus, the block length is also dynamically adapted. The servers having completed their downloads keep idle until the entire block has been downloaded completely. Thus, all servers begin to download each block at the same time. The requested bitrates are updated synchronously for all servers since the video bitrate is adapted at the granularity of block. At last, combining with the predicted bandwidth and feedback buffered video time, a control-theoretic approach is designed to select the best bitrate for each block. In summary, our contribution is three-fold. 1) We show that adapting a video bitrate at the granularity of fragment would cause frequent playback video bitrate fluctuations. Thus, we propose a blockbased rate adaption scheme for MCDS-DASH. By dynamically determining the block size and the number of fragments assigned to multiple servers, the requested video bitrates for all servers are updated synchronously. 2) We find that requesting fragments in order delays video playback. Instead, we propose to schedule fragment requests according to their playback deadlines. Therefore, the fragments are completely downloaded in order and continuous video playback is ensured. 3) We propose a control-theoretic approach to select the best bitrate for each block considering both the heterogeneous bandwidth and feedback buffered video time. We use two thresholds as the operating points to filter the effect of bandwidth variations on rate adaption. By theoretical analysis, we model and linearize the rate control logic. A proportional-derivative (PD) controller is further involved to improve rate adaption performance. By carefully designing the parameters for the PD controller, we balance the needs for video bitrate smoothness and bandwidth utilization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II surveys the related works. In Section III, we briefly describe our proposed rate adaption approach. We dynamically determine the block length and schedule the fragment requests to multiple servers in Section IV. A novel control-theoretic approach for rate adaption is proposed in Section V. Some implementation details are discussed in Section VI. We show the experimental results in Section VII and conclude this paper in Section VIII.
II. Related Works
Although DASH is a relatively new application, due to its popularity, it has attracted much research effort recently. Watson [6] systematically introduced the DASH framework of Netflix, which has been the largest DASH stream provider in the world. The study in [7] further showed that Netflix always bound a user to a certain server, regardless of the available TCP throughput between the user and the server. It also suggested that the user experience can greatly be improved if a user is allowed to download a video concurrently from multiple servers.
Rate adaption is one of the most important research issues for DASH. Akhshabi et al. [8] compared rate adaption for three popular DASH clients: Netflix client [6] , Microsoft smooth streaming [9] , and Adobe OSMF [10] . The conclusion in [8] indicates that none of the DASH client-based rate adaptation is good enough, as they are either too aggressive or too conservative. Some clients even just jump between the highest bitrate and the lowest bitrate. Also, all of them have relatively long response time under network congestion level shift. There exist several research works about rate adaption for DASH, such as bandwidth-based rate adaption schemes [10] - [12] and buffer-based rate adaption schemes [13] . All these existing rate adaption algorithms aim to either adapt a video bitrate to an available bandwidth so as to achieve a high bandwidth utilization efficiency, or ensure a buffer in the client to provide a continuous video playback. However, due to the inherent bandwidth variations, there is a fundamental conflict between video bitrate smoothness and bandwidth utilization, and existing algorithms do not balance the needs for these two aspects well. Besides, they were all designed for singleserver-based DASH and cannot be directly applied to MCDS-DASH. Since our proposed rata adaption approach for MCDS-DASH jointly considers predicted bandwidth and feedback buffer occupancy, it can well balance the needs for video bitrate smoothness and bandwidth utilization.
The work in [14] is among the first to study the rate adaption problem for MCDS-DASH. However, the method is originally designed for single-server DASH, and it adapts video bitrate at the fragment granularity. As a result, the requested video bitrates are updated asynchronously for multiple servers and it causes frequent fluctuations of playback video bitrate. Moreover, fragments are requested from multiple servers one after another without considering their completion time. Thus, the completion time of the fragments is generally out of order due to the channel heterogeneity of multiple servers. Instead, our proposed rate adaption approach is block based and the video bitrates are adapted synchronously. Besides, fragment requests are scheduled to multiple servers according to their playback deadline priorities so as to guarantee their completion time in order.
Control theoretical approaches have proven to be effective for rate adaption [13] , [15] - [18] . Huang et al. [15] proposed a proportional controller to stabilize the received visual quality, as well as the bottleneck link queue. The work in [16] analyzed the TCP congestion control algorithm based on a control-theoretic approach. It is worth noticing that there is inherent feedback control logic in these systems. For example, the method proposed in [15] employed the random early detection model for bottleneck routing; therefore, the packet loss probability and queue length forms a feedback control system automatically [17] . It is shown in [16] that TCP itself is an unstable integral control system, whereas in DASH, there is no such inherent or explicit feedback control logic for rate adaption. In [13] , a feedback control mechanism is designed to control the sending buffer size at the server side so that the TCP sending buffer is always full and DASH video bitrate matches the available bandwidth. These successful stories clearly demonstrate the strength of the control-theoretic approaches. Motivated by this, we propose a control-theoretic rate adaption approach for MCDS-DASH, which differs from [13] in several major ways. First, our approach is solely implemented at the client side, whereas the method in [13] is implemented at the server side which has limitation in supporting the large-scale multimedia delivery since it will dramatically increase the burden on the web server or cache. Second, the method in [13] adapts video bitrate to match bandwidth by controlling the sending buffer. It aims to achieve high bandwidth utilization while ignoring the smoothness of video bitrate. While we directly control video bitrate by the predicted bandwidth and feedback buffered video time, and balance the needs for video bitrate smoothness and bandwidth utilization. Last, the mechanism in [13] is designed for a single server and cannot be directly applied for multiple servers, whereas our proposed approach is suitable for both single and multiple servers.
III. Proposed Rate Adaption Scheme for
MCDS-DASH In this section, we briefly describe the proposed rate adaption approach for MCDS-DASH. Instead of adapting video bitrates for individual fragments, we propose to adapt video bitrate for a block of fragments simultaneously, i.e., block based rate adaption. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed rate adaption approach for MCDS-DASH. To overcome the challenges mentioned in Section I, the proposed rate adaption approach mainly includes the following three components.
A. Block Length Adjustment
Since fragment-based rate adaption usually causes frequent fluctuations of playback video bitrate in MCDS-DASH, we propose a block-based rate adaption approach that adapts video bitrate for a block of multiple fragments simultaneously. To determine an appropriate block size, our method dynamically determines the block sizes requested from multiple servers according to the proportions of their bandwidth estimates so that all servers complete their downloads nearly at the same time. We also prove that the bandwidth waste can be minimized by the method in Section IV-A.
B. Fragment Requests Scheduling
Different video fragments have different playback deadlines. Requesting fragments in order would cause their completion time out of order due to heterogeneous bandwidth in MCDS, thereby leading to additional delay of video playback. To address the problem, our method schedules fragment requests to multiple servers according to their playback deadlines. Thus, the fragments with earlier playback deadlines are downloaded completely no later than the ones with later playback deadlines, thereby ensuring continuous video playback.
C. Rate Adaptation
An appropriate video bitrate needs to be determined for each block. On one hand, playback interruptions happen when a too high video bitrate is selected; on the other hand, bandwidth cannot be effectively utilized when we select a too low video bitrate. Besides, frequent rate switchings should be avoided since it greatly deteriorates user experience of streaming services. In our rate adaption approach, two thresholds are used to mitigate the effect of short-term network bandwidth variations. In addition, they are also used as two operating points to prevent buffer from under-flowing and over-flowing, respectively. We model and linearize the rate control logic by a theoretical analysis and propose a PD controller accordingly to improve rate adaption performance and balance the needs for video bitrate smoothness and bandwidth utilization.
In the following sections, we give the details of these three components as well as some implementation details of the rate adaption approach. We list some of the important symbols used in this paper and their explanations in Table I .
IV. Block Length and Requests Scheduling
In this section, we present a method that dynamically determines the number of fragments requested from multiple servers, so as the block length. Then, a playback deadline based scheduling algorithm is presented to schedule fragment requests to multiple servers.
A. Dynamic Block Length
In MCDS-DASH, a heuristic client-based video fragment download strategy is to directly assign different fragment download requests to different servers, with the number of fragments assigned to a server to be proportional to its bandwidth. We denote all these requested fragments as a block. By this method, all servers completely download the block at about the same time. Since usually a too large block size is not robust against bandwidth variations, we always assign only one fragment to the server with the lowest bandwidth. Then, the number of fragments assigned to other servers is equal to the ratio of their bandwidth to the lowest bandwidth. However, usually, the ratios are not integer and thus need to be quantized into integer values. As a result, bandwidth waste is unavoidable. In the following, we present a dynamic-threshold-based quantification method to determine the number of fragments for each server.
Suppose there are S servers with bandwidth c i for the ith server, and the bandwidth is sorted in the descending order so that c 1 ≥ c 2 ≥ · · · ≥ c s . We further suppose that the fragments in block k are requested in parallel from the first S k (S k ≤ S) servers chosen by the procedure described below. The length of the kth block is denoted as N k with n i fragments requested from the ith server; thus, the block length
where
is the largest integer smaller than or equal to
. Now, the number of fragments assigned to server i is
where μ i is a dynamic quantification threshold for server i given as
Proposition 1: When the number of fragments assigned to server i is determined by (2) with dynamic quantification threshold in (3), the wasted bandwidth for server i or server S k is minimized.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A. Although the number of fragments assigned to each server is greedily determined without considering the other servers, our experiments demonstrate that our approach achieves higher bandwidth utilization than other methods. On the other hand, since a too large block size may cause rate adaption too sluggish to bandwidth variations, we set the maximum length of the block as N. When the block length is so large that N k > N, no fragment will be requested from the server with the lowest bandwidth. The number of fragments assigned to the remaining servers is updated using the same method described in Proposition 1. This process is iterated until the block length does not exceed the predefined threshold. Table II summarizes to determine the length of block k and which servers will be used for downloading the fragments in block k.
B. Playback Deadline Based Requests Scheduling
Requesting fragment in order may delay video playback. For example, suppose there are two servers with bandwidth 4 Mb/s and 1 Mb/s, respectively, and the requested video bitrate is also 1 Mb/s. If we request fragments from these two servers in order, then the first, third, and fourth fragments will be requested from the first server, and the second fragment will be requested from the second server. But, the third fragment is downloaded completely earlier than the second one. This To address the problem, we propose to schedule the fragment requests according to their playback deadlines. Thus, the fragments are completely downloaded in order. Let X be the binary indicator matrix with size N k × S k , its entries x ij = 1 if the ith fragment in block k is requested from server j; otherwise, x ij = 0. Since each fragment has the same size in a certain block (i.e., the same bitrate and playback duration), its download time is inversely proportional to a server's bandwidth. In order to provide continuous video playback, we schedule the fragment requests to multiple servers with the objective that fragment i needs to be completely downloaded no later than fragment j for any i < j. Then, the fragments are requested from multiple servers as summarized in Table III. V. Proposed Control-Theoretic Rate Adaptation for MCDS-DASH Having synchronized the download time for all servers by dynamically updating the block length and scheduling fragment requests to MCDS, we now move to rate adaptation for each block.
A. Buffered Video Time Model
In DASH, different video versions have different video playback bitrates. Since a video buffer contains fragments from different versions, there is no longer a direct mapping between the buffered video size (i.e., buffer occupancy) and the buffered video time. To deal with multiple video versions, we use the buffered video time to measure the length of video playback buffer.
The buffered video time process, denoted as q(t), can be modeled as a queue with a constant service rate of unity, i.e., in each second, a piece of video with length of one second of playback time is played and dequeued from the buffer. The enqueue process is driven by the video download rate and the downloaded video version. All versions of the video are partitioned into equal-length fragments, each of which consumes the same playback time of T . We adapt the video bitrate when a block is downloaded completely.
x nj c j . Equation (4) 
where the second term of (6) is the added video time upon the completion of the downloading of fragments 1 to n, and the third term reflects the fact that the buffer occupancy is consumed linearly at a rate of 1 during the downloading process.
Because it is difficult to obtain the accurate changing rate of video buffered time at any time instants, we propose to use the fluid approximation [14] 
B. Rate Control Model and Linearization
From the control system point of view, there is a fundamental conflict between maintaining stable video bitrate and maintaining stable buffer size, due to the unavoidable network bandwidth variations. Nevertheless, from the end user point of view, video bitrate fluctuations are much more perceivable than buffer size oscillations. The recent work in [5] has shown that switching back-and-forth between different bitrates will significantly degrade users' viewing experience, whereas buffer size variations do not have direct impact on video streaming quality as long as the video buffer does not deplete. Thus, we propose to use two thresholds, q min and q max , in the buffered video time model to mitigate the effect of buffer size oscillations on video bitrate adaption. When the buffer occupancy is higher than q max or lower than q min , q max and q min are used as the operating points to select appropriate video bitrates to avoid buffer overflow/underflow. Otherwise, the bitrate remains unchanged and a smooth video bitrate is provided.
When q block t s k < q min , q min is used as the operating point to select an appropriate video bitrate to drag current buffer occupancy to be no smaller than q min . To ensure no buffer underflow happens when downloading any fragments in block k, we must have q frag t e n,k ≥ q min for all n = 1, 2, ..., N k ; therefore
Similarly, when q block t s k > q max , buffer overflow needs to be avoided. Therefore, we must have q frag t e n,k ≤ q max for all n = 1, 2, ..., N k so that
Equations (8) and (9) give the bounds of video bitrate to prevent buffer from either underflow or overflow. In order to avoid selecting a too low or too high bitrate, which may cause frequent video bitrate changes, we use the boundary values in (8) and (9) to control the video bitrate
The block diagram of the rate control model described in (10) is shown in Fig. 3(a) , where Q (·) denotes the quantization operation considering that the available video bitrates are finite and discrete, and function R (·) is defined as R (x) = 1 x . Since this is a nonlinear feedback system, to facilitate the system analysis and design, we propose to linearize the model described in (10) around the operating point q 0 satisfying q (t) =0. Let the corresponding video bitrate be v 0 , we have The following linearized state and output equations are obtained for the feedback system:
where δ (v (k)) =v (k) −v 0 and δ q (t) =q (t) −q 0 . Applying the Laplace transform to the differential equations, we derive the linearized system block as shown in Fig. 3(b) . With some manipulations of the block diagram, we obtain the transfer function of the plant as
Remark 1 (Stability):
The pole of the linearized system is s p = −(α (N k ))\(TN k α (n)) and it is located in the left phase plane. This indicates that the equilibrium state of the dynamics of the system is stable.
C. PD Controller for Rate Adaptation
Generally, a pure proportional controller would cause system oscillations and may not converge [19] . In this subsection, we design an effective controller for the linearized feedback system in (12) . We redraw the block diagram in Fig. 4 , where, from the control system prospective, the rate control module G c (s) is the controller to be designed, while the combination of the other blocks is the plant to be controlled.
We choose a proportional derivative (PD) controller since the proportional component can accelerate the response time, and the derivative component can improve system dynamics performance. It is also able to reject step-like disturbances and is very simple for software implementation. The classic PD controller can be expressed by the following transfer function:
This controller is implemented at the client side, so it is a distributed controller. It uses the difference between the current buffer occupancy and operating point q 0 , and the changing rate of the buffer occupancy to compute the adjustment of video bitrate. In the time domain, the bitrate adjustment for block k can be obtained by
Generally, δ (v (k)) in (15) has different values for n = 1, 2, ..., N k . Since the video bitrate is adapted in block granularity, when the buffer occupancy is longer than the overflow threshold, the largest adjustment (generally with positive value) should be added to increase the video bitrate. On the other hand, when the buffer occupancy is shorter than the underflow threshold, the smallest adjustment (generally with negative value) should be used to decrease the video bitrate. Then the video bitrate for block k is obtained as
Taking into account the finite discrete video bitrates, the actual requested video bitrate for block k is v (k) = Q (ṽ (k)), where Q (·) denotes the quantization function.
In summary, the proposed rate adaption scheme is described as: whenever a block is downloaded completely: 1) the block length is updated for the next block by Table II; 2) the fragments are scheduled to multiple servers by Table III; and 3) all fragments belonging to the new block are set with the same video rate according to (16) .
D. Parameter Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze parameters K p and K d to stabilize the close-loop system described in Fig. 4 . The settling time of the control system is also analyzed. The overall system transfer function is expressed by
Suppose that it takes no more than mT seconds to switch to the suitable bitrate, where m > 0. Now, we have the following propositions.
Proposition 2: The feedback system in Fig. 4 is stabilized by the PD controller, if the parameters satisfy the following conditions:
(18)
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B. Proposition 2 guarantees the convergence of our proposed rate adaption approach, i.e., it is guaranteed that a suitable video bitrate will be selected, and bitrate oscillations will be avoided.
Proposition 3: For a PD controller satisfying Proposition 2, the 5% step response settling time (T s ) of the feedback control system satisfies T s ≤ mT .
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C. In this proposition, the term of 5% step response settling time means the time needed for the output converge to at least 95% of the target value, i.e., the gap between the practical output and the target value is within 5% of the target value. The proposition shows that the time needed to switch to the suitable bitrate is no more than mT . Thus, by reserving appropriate amount of buffered video before adapting video bitrate (i.e. by setting appropriate thresholds q min and q max ), buffer underflow and overflow can both be avoided. As will be shown in Section VII, the experimental results justify these characteristics of the proposed rate adaptation approach.
VI. Implementation Details
In this section, we discuss some implementation details about our proposed rate adaption approach.
A. TCP Receiving Bandwidth Estimation
TCP receiving bandwidth estimation is indispensable in our proposed rate adaptation approach, by which the receiving bandwidth is estimated in two cases. For a server that is continuously selected by Table II , we use simple historybased TCP throughput estimation [20] . The client measures the time it takes to download each fragment and calculates the average TCP throughput for each fragment. To estimate TCP throughput for the next block, we simply take an average of the TCP throughput estimated for the previous W fragments, discarding the largest one and the smallest one. If W is too large, the estimation reacts slowly to sudden congestion level shift, whereas if W is too small, the estimation tends to be noisy. In our system, we set W = 8 which usually leads to fairly accurate estimation results.
In the case that a server is not selected by Table II , there is no TCP throughput history to extrapolate on. In this case, we use support vector regress (SVR) TCP throughput estimation [21] with initial offline training and light-weight online measurement. Mirza et al. [21] showed that TCP throughput is mainly determined by packet loss, delay, and the size of the file to be downloaded. They propose to use SVR algorithm to train a TCP throughput model out of training data consisting of samples of packet loss rate, packet delay, file size, and the corresponding actual TCP throughput. Since in DASH, we download each fragment as a separate file and fragments with different video bitrates have different file size, we replace the file size by the video bitrate during the SVR TCP throughput estimation.
In fact, any existing receiving bandwidth estimation methods can be used in our proposed rate adaption framework. We choose the history-based and SVR estimation methods due to their excellent performance, as reported in [14] .
B. Sleeping Mechanism
If the requested video bitrate is consistently lower than the TCP throughput, the buffer occupancy quickly ramps up, leading to buffer overflow. The easiest method is to select a higher video bitrate. But, if the TCP throughput is higher than the highest video bitrate, buffer overflow is unavoidable. Therefore, a sleeping mechanism is necessary to prevent buffer overflow. In our proposed system, when the following three conditions are all satisfied: 1) the requested video bitrate is the highest available video bitrate; 2) the buffer occupancy is higher than q max ; and 3) the buffer occupancy has been consistently increasing, the rate adaptation algorithm will wait for a period of time before sending the next request until the buffer occupancy goes down to two-thirds of the buffer size.
C. Timeout Retransmission
Although fragment requests are scheduled according to their playback deadlines, if the connection to a server suddenly incurs bandwidth deficiency, the fragment already assigned to that connection still cannot be downloaded in time, which will delay video playback. To address this problem, a timeout retransmission mechanism is introduced. Based on the bandwidth estimation, we roughly calculate the expected transmission time for each fragment. When a fragment has not been downloaded completely in two times of its expected transmission time, a download request for the fragment is resent to another server.
D. Single-Server DASH
Although the rate adaption approach proposed in this paper is designed for multiple servers, it is also suitable for singleserver DASH. When it is applied to single-server DASH, the rate adaption is implemented in fragment granularity (i.e., the block length N k = 1 for all blocks) and the size of binary indicator matrix X is 1 × 1 with entry x 11 = 1. Since each block contains only one fragment, we have frag t e n,k−1 | n=1 = block t e k−1 (19) and α (n) = 1 c 1 , then the rate adjustment of block k (in the case of single-server DASH, block k also denotes fragment k) becomes
and v 0 = c 1 , where c 1 is the predicted bandwidth of the single server. Last, the conditions for the system parameters are easily derived from Proposition 2 by setting N k = 1. A short version of this part can refer to our previous work [22] .
VII. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our video bitrate adaption algorithms using controlled experiments on a network test bed, as well as using uncontrolled experiments in real Internet.
A. Experiments Setup
We implemented our MCDS-DASH system in Linux/Unix platforms. As shown in Fig. 5 , our testbed consists of five nodes: three web servers, one router, and one DASH client. The servers and client run the standard Ubuntu of version 12.04.1. The servers were installed with Apache HTTP server of version 2.4.1. Also, Dummynet is used in the servers to control the upload bandwidth; therefore, the bottleneck is the bandwidth between the servers and the router. We also implemented the SVR-based TCP throughput estimation algorithm proposed in [21] for bandwidth prediction. However, if a server is continuously selected by Table II , we simply use historybased TCP throughput prediction [20] because it has higher accuracy than the SVR-based TCP throughput estimation method [21] . In our experiments, same with Netflix, all servers provide five different versions of video bitrates {300 Kb/s, 700 Kb/s, 1.5 Mb/s, 2.5 Mb/s, 3.5 Mb/s}. Each video is divided into small equal-length video fragments, each is of the length of 5 s.
For performance comparison, we extended the previous feedback-based rate adaption method proposed in [13] to multiple servers. By controlling the sender buffer size, the method aims to adapt the video bitrate to the available channel bandwidth. Another compared method is proposed in [14] , which is among the first work to study the rate adaption problem for MCDS-DASH. For the purpose of clarity, the method in [13] is called feedback-based rate adaption (FRA), the method in [14] is called smooth video adaption (SVA), and our proposed method is called control-theoretic rate adaption (CTRA).
B. Impact of Parameter Setting
We first analyze the effect of the parameter settings (q min , q max , and the accuracy of bandwidth estimation) on the system performance. To eliminate the effect of bandwidth variations on system performance, for simplicity, we fixe the bandwidth of all servers as illustrated in Fig. 6 , where, avail-bw denotes the available bandwidth controlled by Dummynet, and fragment throughput refers to the download throughput for a particular fragment. i.e., the size of that fragment divided by the corresponding download duration. The result shows that the fragment throughput tracks the available bandwidth avail-bw quite well.
We compare the results under different thresholds (q min , q max ) in Fig. 7 , in which we label x-axis by fragment index as it directly reflects the smoothness and quality level of playback video bitrate. From Fig. 7(a) to (f), we find that small q min and high q max lead to smooth video bitrate, while increasing the risk of buffer underflow, and vice versa. For example, when q min = 5 s and q max = 55 s, Fig. 7(a) shows that the video bitrate is switched most slowly, but the buffered video time approaches zero several times, as shown in Fig. 7(d) , which leads to playback freeze that deteriorates the quality of user experience. On the other hand, when q min = 20 s and q max = 40 s, the buffered video time ensures continuous video playback, but the video bitrate fluctuate frequently as shown in Fig. 7(f) and (c) . Due to the complex network characteristics, it is hard to find the optimal values of the two thresholds. In the following experiments, we set q min = 10 s and q max = 50 s since it achieves a good tradeoff between smooth bitrate and low risk of buffer underflow. Then, we set m = 2. Thus, according to Proposition 3, the buffer occupancy varies between 0 s (q min − 2T = 0 s) and 60 s (q max +2T = 60 s), thereby ensuring continuous video playback, as justified by the experiment results. The maximal buffer size of all schemes is set to 60 s.
We also verify the robustness of our proposed rate adaption scheme against bandwidth estimation error. Although we cannot obtain the actual bandwidth, Fig. 6 shows that the estimated fragment throughput can be used as a good approximate of the actual bandwidth since it tracks the available bandwidth avail-bw quite well. Thus, we add some disturbances to the estimated fragment throughput to simulate different levels of the bandwidth estimation errors. The results in Fig. 8 show that our rate adaption scheme can tolerate bandwidth estimation error of up to 20% or more without severely degrading the performance. Such error tolerance is due to that the video bitrate selection decision is made based on both the estimated bandwidth and the changing rate of buffered video time, where the latter is not affected by the bandwidth estimation error. 
C. Impact of Short-Term Bandwidth Variations
In this subsection, we summarize the results of experiments where the available bandwidth goes through positive or negative spikes that last for a few seconds, as shown in Fig. 9 . All spikes last for 10 s. Such short-term variations are common in practice and we think that a good rate adaptation scheme should be able to compensate for such spikes using its buffered video, without causing short-term rate switching.
We evaluate the performance of all three schemes under the short-term bandwidth variations, as shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11(a) -(c) shows that both FRA and SVA react to the spikes by increasing/decreasing the requested video bitrate, whereas SVA ignores some spikes by using a counter before increasing the video bitrate. CTRA smoothes out all spikes by employing two operating points which is similar to a low-pass filter. The figures also show that both FRA and SVA keep requesting the video bitrate of 2.5 Mb/s except at some spike instances, which is the largest video bitrate smaller than the persistent bandwidth (≈0.5 M/s + 1 Mb/s + 1.5 Mb/s = 3 Mb/ps). As a result, their buffered video length shows obvious periodic oscillations that the buffered video length keeps increasing to a threshold (55 s in our experiments); then, the rate adaption algorithm sleeps for a period of time before sending the next request. In CTRA, the video bitrate is switched between 2.5 Mb/s and 3.5 Mb/s. Since a video bitrate that is higher than the available bandwidth is allowed to be selected in CTRA, higher bandwidth utilization efficiency is achieved. It is also worth noticing that the video playback bitrate keeps unchanged for at least 250 s (about 50 fragments), making long-term rate switching infrequent and thereby avoiding significant degradation on user viewing experience. Last, the buffer size evolution results in Fig. 11(a)-(c) show that the buffer occupancy in FRA and SVA changes much more sharply than that in CTRA. This is mainly because both FRA and SVA request fragments in order without considering their download completion time. When a fragment is downloaded completely later than some of its succeeding fragments, the buffered video length may increase quickly. In CTRA, the fragments are requested according to their playback deadlines, the fragments are completely downloaded in order and the buffer occupancy changes gently. Besides, the result in Fig. 11(f) shows that the buffered video time varies between 0 s and 60 s, which is consistent with Proposition 3.
As shown in Table IV , CTRA achieves higher average video bitrate and bandwidth utilization efficiency compared to both FRA and SVA. Also, the average buffer occupancy in CTRA is closer to the half of the buffer size than that of FRA and SVA, making CTRA more reliable to provide continuous video playback without buffer overflow/uunderflow. Based on these results and the fragment video bitrate results in Fig. 11(a)-(c) , we conclude that CTRA provides much smoother and higher video bitrate than FRA and SVA do, thereby achieving better user viewing experience.
D. Impact of Long-Term Bandwidth Variations
We then evaluate the impact of long-term bandwidth variations under the scenario depicted in Fig. 10 . From Fig. 12(a) and (b), we can observe that both FRA and SVA switch video bitrate as the bandwidth level changes. According to Fig. 10 , the total bandwidth approximately changes at the levels of {3 Mb/s → 4 Mb/s → 3,Mb/s → 3.5 Mb/s → 3 Mb/s → 2 Mb/s → 1.5 Mb/s → 3 Mb/s → 3.5 Mb/s} are orderly, and the playback video bitrates for both FRA and SVA change the order at the levels as {2.5 Mb/s → 3.5 Mb/s → 2.5 Mb/s → 3.5 Mb/s → 2.5 Mb/s → 1.5 Mb/s → 2.5 Mb/s → 3.5 Mb/s} except some bitrate spikes. CTRA switches video bitrate in a much smoother way than both FRA and SVA, because CTRA adapts video bitrate by considering not only the bandwidth levels, but also the feedback buffer occupancy information, such as the difference between current buffer occupancy and operating points, and the changing rate of buffer occupancy. It is worth noticing that for both FRA and SVA, there usually exist some bitrate spikes when video bitrate switches. This is mainly because both schemes adapt video bitrate at the granularity of fragment, thus the requested video bitrates are updated asynchronously for multiple servers due to their heterogeneous bandwidth. The buffer size evolution results are shown in Fig. 12(d)-(f) . The buffer occupancy in CTRA changes significantly more gently than that in both FRA and SVA, as explained in the previous subsection. Table V  summarizes the results of all schemes, and similar to Table IV , it also demonstrates the effectiveness of CTRA under longterm bandwidth variations.
E. Internet Experiments
Finally, we test our proposed scheme on the Internet. We set up three Planetlab nodes as the DASH servers; they are located in Hong Kong, China (plab1.cs.ust.hk), Japan (planet1.pnl.nitech.ac.jp), and South Korea (pl2.yonsei.ac.kr), respectively. Another Planetlab node in Beijing, China (pl1.pku.edu.cn) is set up as the DASH client. We do not inject any background traffic between the servers and the client. Fig. 13 and Table VI show the results of various schemes. We conduct different experiments sequentially, and the bandwidth patterns are not controllable. In all experiments, we do observe long-term shift and short-term fluctuations of bandwidth along the Internet path, as illustrated in Fig. 13(g)-(i) . The video bitrate results in Fig. 13(a) -(c) demonstrate that our video bitrate adaptation algorithms can adapt well to the network conditions, which is consistent with our testbed-based results. It is able to compensate for shot-term spikes using its buffered video, without causing short-term rate switchings. While for long-term bandwidth variations, it switches to a suitable video bitrate without causing buffer overflow or playback interruptions. In fact, the video bitrate is even smoother than our test bed-based experiments. This is because the bandwidth in the test bed experiments is changed more abruptly than the real cross-traffic along the Internet path. We can observe many short-term rate spikes with FRA and SVA, especially with FRA, where almost all the short-term rate switchings are unnecessary since there is enough buffered video data. By employing a counter, SVA outperforms FRA since the video bitrate can be switched only when several consecutive fragments have been completely downloaded. Similar to the test bed-based results, the buffer occupancy with FRA and SVA changes much more drastically than CTRA does; this is mainly because they both request video fragments sequentially without considering their playback deadlines.
Last, the results shown in Table VI clearly show that our proposed scheme achieves the highest bandwidth utilization and average video bitrate. Although the average video bitrate of CTRA is only slightly higher than FRA, CTRA achieves significantly higher bandwidth utilization compared to FRA. This is because we conduct different schemes sequentially and the bandwidth patterns are not controllable on the Internet. The low bandwidth utilization of FRA and SVA is mainly caused by their sleeping mechanisms that both schemes never allow to request a fragment whose video bitrate is higher than the available bandwidth. With the higher bandwidth utilization and smoother video rate justified by the above test results, we can confidently conclude that given any bandwidth pattern, CTRA can provide much better user viewing experience than FRA and SVA, while still keeping the average buffer occupancy of CTRA at a moderate level.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach for video rate adaption for DASH over MCDS. By grouping multiple fragments into a block, we propose to adapt video bitrate at the granularity of block. Considering the instantaneous bandwidth of multiple servers, our method dynamically adapts the block length and schedules the fragments to multiple servers depending on their playback deadlines; thus, the request video bitrates for all servers are synchronized and the fragments are completely downloaded in order. Combining with the heterogeneous bandwidth and feedback buffer occupancy information, we have proposed a control-theoretic approach to select the suitable video bitrate for each block, specifically a PD controller is adopted to improve rate adaption performance. By carefully designing the parameters for the PD controller, our method can balance the needs for video bitrate smoothing and bandwidth utilization. Theoretical analysis and extensive experiments on network testbed and the Internet both justify the high efficacy of our DASH designs.
Appendix A Proof of Proposition 1
Proof: According to (1), if n i = γ i , server i will complete the downloads earlier than server S k , and it will keep idle for a period of time. Suppose the current video bitrate is v(k), the wasted bandwidth is
where v(k)T is the fragment size. On the other hand, if n i = γ i + 1, server i will complete the downloads later than server S k , and server S k keeps idle for a period of time. Then the wasted bandwidth is bw . Thus, when the number of fragments assigned to server i is determined by (2) with dynamic quantification threshold in (3), we obtain the minimal bandwidth waste and Proposition 1 is proven.
Appendix B Proof of Proposition 2
Proof: According to Proposition 18, it is obvious that the only pole of (17) is
It is located in the left phase plane. The system is proven to be stable.
Appendix C Proof of Proposition 3
Proof: The step response of the system in Fig. 4 is
Applying the inverse Laplace transform, we have
From the constraints in Proposition 18, the 5% step response settling time (T s ) of the feedback control system is
The last inequality is derived by that α (n) ≤ α (N k ) for any n = 1, 2, ..., N k ; this is because fragment N k would be completely downloaded at last according to Table III. 
